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Abstract-Consider a random motion of two points, Mp and M, in the x,x2-plane. The velocity (v cos 8, 
v sin 0) (where o is constant and B can be manipulated) of Mp is subjected to two different kinds of 
perturbations, the first represented by a standard two-dimensional Wiener process and the second by a 
generalized type of Poisson process. The point M, is moving along a line in the plane through the origin, 
and its velocity - aA where A denotes the coordinate of M, along the line, is subjected to a perturbation 
represented by a one-dimensional Wiener process. Given an open and bounded set D in the plane, the 
problem dealt with here is to find a feedback control law B* such that the probability that the point hfp hits 
the point M,, while both of them are in D, will be maximized on a given class of admissible control laws. 
Sufficient conditions on optimal controls, of a dynamic programming type, are derived. There conditions 
require the existence of a smooth solution to a nonlinear partial integrodifferential equation. A finite- 
difference scheme is suggested for computing approximations to the solutions to the partial integro- 
differential equation, and the convergence properties of the method are discussed. An example is dealt with 
numerically. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider a random motion of two points Mp and M,,in the x,x2-plane. Suppose the velocity 
(u cos 6, D sin 6) of Mp has constant given magnitude u, whereas we may assign the direction 8. 
Furthermore, the motion of Mp is subject to two kinds of perturbations: a two-dimensional 
process {W,(t) = (W,(t), W?(f)), t 2 0) whose components are mutually independent standard 
Wiener processes, and a two-dimensional jump process. We assume that the point M, is moving 
along a line in the plane, passing through the origin, and that its velocity - ah, where A denotes 
the coordinate along the line, is subject to a perturbation represented by a standard Wiener 
process. Given an open and bounded set D in the plane, the problem dealt with here is to find a 
feedback control law such that the probability that the point Mp hits the point Me, while both of 
them are in D, will be maximized on a given class of admissible controls. (M, hits M, if Mp is in 
an e-neighbourhood of M, for a given e.) 
More precisely, the motion of Mp is described by 
dx, = ocos fIdt+a,dW,+ 
I R2 
coul v(dt, du) 
t>o (1) 
dx,=vsin8dt+u2dWZ+ 
I R2 
c&v(dt, du) 
and the motion of Me is given by 
dxg= -ux,dt+~~dW~,t>O (2) 
where du edU,dU2 and u, a, q, crz, a3 and co are given positive numbers. The control function 
is 8 = e(x), x = (xl, x2, x3), while {W(t) b( W,(t), W2(f), W,(t)), t 30) is a three-dimensional 
process whose components are mutually independent s andard Wiener processes. Y is a Poisson 
random measure on [0, Q)) X R2, i.e. { ~(6 A), t 3 0}, A E /3’ is a Poisson process with 
Ev(f, A) = m@(A), t SO, A E B2 (3) 
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where fit denotes the u-algebra of Bore1 sets of R’. For more details on {v(t, A), t 5 0, A E /3’} 
see [l]. It is assumed here that: 
(i) P is a probability measure on /3’ satisfying 
I u;P(du) = 0, i = 1,2 (4) R2 
ufP(du)<x, i= 1,2 
and m is a given positive numbers; 
(ii) the processes {W(t), t 5 0) and ZJ are mutually independent. 
Equations (1) and (2), for a sufficiently smooth control law and for a given x”E R3, 
determine astochastic process X(e) = {X,(e) a(X,J@, X2J0), X3,,), t 30) such that X0(8) =x0. 
Here we assume, without loss of generality, that the line along which the motion {X3,t,  3 0) 
of the point M, takes place is the xi-axis in the x,x2-plane. 
Given l > 0, if a certain t 3 0 is the first time that IX,,,(e) - X3,/ < l and 1X2.,(0)( 6 E then we 
say that the target, represented by equation (2), has been hit or intercepted by the pursuer, 
represented by equations (1). 
Denote by S, D and F the following sets in R3: 
s :{x:lx, -x3( s E, lx21 s E,x,~ + ~2~ s R,2 - 6 1x31 s P - 61 (6) 
D ~{x:~,~+x;<R,~, jx3(<p}nSc (7) 
where SC denotes the complement of S, and p, 8, RI are given positive numbers such that 
min(Ri2, p) 9 8, and 8 may be taken arbitrarily small. If for some t 3 0, X,(e) E F, then we 
disregard the subsequent motion. Define, for X,(e) = x E D. 
T(X; e) 4 
I 
inf {t: X,(e) E DC} 
(9) 
m if X,(d)ED forallt30. 
Denote 
pl(X,(e) E S) iPrbb[X,(e) enters the set S before it enters F/X,(e) = x E D] (10) 
= Prob[(X,(@, X,(e)) intercepts X3 in DlX,(e) = x E D]. (11) 
Let E, @.jx,(e) = ] x , and let 8 be the class of all control functions 0 = (3(x) which are 
continuously differentiable on R3 and such that &(x; 6) < cQ for all x ED. In this paper the 
following optimal control problem is studied: Find a control law 8* E 0 such that 
~~(X,(e*)Es)~~~(X,(B)ES) foranyBE8andallxED. (12) 
A control law 0* E 0 for which equation (12) is satisfied will here be called an optimal control. 
An optimal control 8* E 8, whenever it exists, is supposed, roughly speaking, to steer the 
state (Xi, X2) of the pursuer in such a manner as to maximize its probability of intercepting the 
target, represented by X3, while the pursuer and the target are still in D. 
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The problem of optimal pursuit strategies for fixed and moving targets is dealt with in [2] for 
discrete-time systems with a state space which consists of a finite number of states. It is shown 
here (Section 3) that by applying a numerical scheme, in order to solve numerically the optimal 
control problem posed by equation (12), our problem is reduced to a problem similar to that 
treated in [2]. 
Denote by MY) the line-of-sight control law, i.e. 
I cos e,,(x) e - (x, - x3)/[(x, - x3)2 +x~~]“‘, x E D, 
sin f&(x) b - x2/[(xl -x~)~ + ~~~1”~ , xED, 
(13) 
and assume that 8, is defined on DC in such a manner that BoEB. 
In order to evaluate the performance of the system when optimal control laws are being 
applied, the functions P1(X,(f9E S) and &.7(x; 0) have been computed for 8 = f?*, 
where 8* is an optimal control law, and for 0 = f$, where &, is the line-of-sight control 
law, and their values compared for different values of u. It turned out, from the numerical 
results obtained here, that the line-of-sight control law 0, could serve as a good approximation 
to an optimal control law. 
2. CONDITIONS ON OPTIMAL CONTROLS 
In this section sufficient conditions on optimal controls are derived. 
Let 9 denote the class of functions V = V(x) such that V is continuous on fi (the closure 
of D), twice continuously differentiable on D, and such that 
I R2 
V(x1+ cou,, x2+ 
cou2, xs)P(du) < m for every x E R’. Define 
z(e)v(x) PZJ cos eav(x)laxr + 0 sin eav(x)lax2-~,av(x)/ax3 
+ (:)(~~~a~ V(X)/~X,~ + u22a2 v(x)/ax22 + 032a2 v(x)/ax32) 
+m [I R2 Vtx, + COUI, x2 + ~42, x,)P(du) - V(x)], V E 9,e E 8,. 
In the sequel, the following lemmas will be used. 
LEMMA 1 
Let V E 9 be a solution, for a given 8 E 0, to 
cY(d)V(x)= -1 LED; V(x)=0 XED~, 
V(x) = E,7(x; e), x ED. 
Proof 
The proof follows straightforwardly from Corrollary I, p. 306 of [l]. 
LEMMA 2 
Let V E 9 be a solution, for a given 0 E 0, to 
Y(b’)V(x)=O xED; V(x)=0 XEF; V(x)=1 XES; 
(14) 
(19 
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V(x) = px(x,(e) E S) x 
Proof 
The proof follows straightforwardly from Corollary 2, p. 308 of [l]. 
THEOREM 1 
Suppose there exist a control law 8* E 0 and a function V, E 9, such that 
and 
0 = y(e*) V,,(x) 3 Z’(e) V,,(x) for any B E 0 and all x E D 
V,(x)=0 xEF; V,(x)=1 xES; 
then 
vo(x) = px:(x,(e*) E s) 2 px(x,(e) E S) for any e E 0 
(18) 
(19) 
(20) 
(21) 
and all x E D. 
Proof 
From the generalized Ito formula[l] (pp. 269-270) and equations (19)-(20), and for X(e) = 
{X(e), t 3 0) such that X,(e) = x E D, 
vow = wow,(~)) - 6/)w) vome)w 
3 wo(xm- 6 orae*) vomwdt I (22) 
= E,v,(x,(e)) x E 0, 
where T = T(X; 0). Since 
E,v,(X,(e)) = vo(y)ls~I(x,(e) E S)+ vo(y)lzI(x,(e) E F) 
(23) 
= p=(X,(e) E s), 
where pz(X,(e) E F) = Prob[X,(e) enters the set F before S/X,(@ = x ED], the inequalities (20) 
yield 
Vo(x) 2 px(X,(t9) E S) for any fI E 0 and all x E D. (24) 
Let X(k)*) = {X,(e*), t B 0) be such that Xde*) = x ED. Then Lemma 2 yields 
vo(x) = px(x,(e*) E s , x E D. cl (25) 
By assuming that there exist a control law 8* E0 and a function V. E 9 which satisfy 
equations (19) and (20), it follows that an optimal control law might be found by solving the 
following problem: 
u cos eav(x)/dx, + u sin ed v(x)lax, - ax38 V(x)/ax, + ($&$a2 v(x)/axf 
i=l 
(26) 
+m V(x, + couI, x2 + cou2, x,)P(du) - V(x) 
1 
= 0 x E D 
V(x)=0 xEF; V(x)=1 XGS (27) 
where 
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cos 8 = (a V(x)/dx,)/[( aV(x)/ax,)* + (av(x)/ax,)*]“* (28) 
sin 8 = (dV(x)/~?x~)/[(~V(x)/~x~)*+(~V(x)/~x~)*]”*. (29) 
In the sequel, equations (26)-(29) will be solved numerically. Once the values of cos 8*(x) and 
sin e*(x), x E 0, have been computed using the numerical solution of (26)-(29), the results can 
be used to solve equation (15) (Lemma 1) numerically, and this solution will then yield the 
values of E&x; e*), x E D. 
3. THE NUMERICAL METHOD 
Let R,,3 be a finite-difference grid on R3, with a constant mesh size h along the three axes. 
Define D,, LR: n 0, F,, 4 R: rl F and S,, %Rz n S. Let x(O) = (xi, x2, xg) be an internal grid 
point in D,, with neighbours x(‘) = (x1 + h, x2, x3), x(*) = (xi - h, x2, x3), xC3) = (xi, x2 + h, x3), x(‘) = 
(x,, x* - h, xg), xC5) = (xl, x2, x3 + h) and x(@ = (xl, x2, x3-h). Then equations (26x29) are 
replaced by 
Q(X’O’)( V(x”‘) - V(x(2’))/(2h) +a*(x’O’)( V(x’3’) - V(x’4’))/(2h) 
- u-x3( v(xt5)) - V(x9)/(2h) 
where 
+ (&r12( V(x”‘) + V(x’2’) - 2 v(x’O’))/h* + a;( v(x’3’) + V(x”‘) - 2 v(x”)))/h* 
+ u3*( V(x@)) + V(x’@) - 2 V(x’O)))/h*] + mV*(xco’) - mV(x(O)) =0 
x(O) E D h 
v(x)=0 XEFh; v(x)=1 XESh 
(30) 
(31) 
1 
a,(x’O’) $( V(x”‘) - v(x(*)))/[( V(x”‘) - ,(x(2)))* + ( v(x(q - v(x(‘)))*]*‘* 
(32) 
u*(x9 : v( V(x’3’) - V(x”‘))/[( V(x”‘) - V(x(2)))2 +I( V(x”‘) - v(x(‘)))*p 
v*(x) g$ V(x, + coul, x2 + cOu2, x,)P(du), x ED. 
Elimination now yields 
(33) 
and 
V(x’O’) = .{&2( V(x’“) + V(x(“)) + a;( V(x”‘) + V(x’4’)) + a?( v(xo’) + V(x’@))] 
+ (h/2j[a,(x’O’)( V x”‘) - V(x@‘)) + a*(x@‘)( V(x”‘) - V(x”‘)) 
- ux3( V(x@)) - V(X’~)))] + h*m V*(X(~))}/(U~* + u2* + u3* + mh*), x(O) E Dh, 
04 
v(x)=0 XEF,,; v(x)=1 XES,,. 
The function V*(x) is approximated here, at x(O) = (xi, x2, x3) E Rh3, by 
(35) 
v*(x’O’) = 
I RzWx, + COUI, x2 + ~0~2, xdP(du) 
= I R2 W, + 21, x2 + 22, +)F(dz) (36) 
=z (,.,)EKh(x,Ol) WI + ih, x2 +jk -GF([ih, 0 + WI x Lib, o’+ Oh)) 
where F is a measure defined by 
F(A) %‘({u E R*: (cou,, cou2) E A}), A E p*, (37) 
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Kh(xco)) A{(i, j): (xl + ih, x2 + jh, x3) E Dh] 
Probabilistic interpretation 
Let the mesh size h be such that 
OS(u~-thr~)l(2Q)Sl, i= 1,2, 
0 6 (~7~~ 2 hap)/(2 Q) G 1, 
where 
In a similar manner to [3,4], we define, for every x(O) E l?; 
p”(zd”) , x(I)) &q2 + hal(xC0)))/(2Q) 
ph(xco), xc2)) z(q2 - ha&d0)))/(2Q) 
p”(~‘~) , xt3)) e(crt2 + ha2(x(0)))/(2Q) 
ph(xto), x”‘) &22 - ha2(xC0)))/(2Q) 
ph(~(o’, xc’)) s(,Z - hux3)/(2Q) 
p”(x”‘, x@)) k(ut + hax&2Q) 
and 
Ath &,2/(Q + mh2), ph &Ath 
(3’3) 
(39) 
(40) 
(41) 
(42) 
(43) 
(44) 
(45) 
(46) 
(47) 
(48) 
(49) 
where a,(.~‘~)) and CZ~(X’~‘) are given by equation (32). 
Then it is easy to show that equation (34) can be written as 
V(x’0’) = (1 - p&P(X’O’, .P) V(x”‘) 
i-1 
+ph(i,j)~~(*“‘) ( ’ ” vx +i x2+jh,x3)~([ih,(i+l)h)x[jh,(j+l)h));x’o’~Dh, 
V(x’O’) = 1 x(O) E s h, V(x’O’) =o x(O) E F hv W-n 
and, by using assumptions (39) and (40), the set of functions (ph(x, y), x, y E Rh3}- has the 
following interpretation in terms of a Markov chain {X,h(O*), n = 0,l . . .} on the state space 
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Rh3. Let Xnh(e*) = _Y(‘)E Rh3. Then with probability 1 -ph, use the transition probabilities 
(ph(X’O’, x), x E Rh3}, and with probability ph use the transition probability 
1 F([ih, (i + 1)h) X [jh, (j + 1)/r)) if x(O) E Dh 
Prob[Xi+,(B*) = (x, + ih, x2 + jh, x~)(X,,~(O*) = x(O)] k * 
I 0 else. 
(51) 
Equations (32)-(35) (or_ equations (32) and (42HSO)) are solved by using the accelerated 
Gauss-Seidel iteration scheme with an acceleration factor w, until the difference between two 
consecutive iterations does not exceed a given tolerance eo. 
Let &(e*) = min{?t : Xnh(e*) $ Dh} and assume that &&(e*) C 0~. Also, let the mesh SiZe h 
be such that inequalities (39) and (40) are satisfied. In this case, if equations (32)-(35) have a 
unique solution Vh, then, see [3] or [4], it can be shown that 
v’(X) = &@txh,te*h X E Dh (52) 
where 9: R3 + R is a bounded and continuous function satisfying: $I(x) = 1 x E S, and 8(x) = 0 
x E E In the same manner as for equation (23) it can be shown that 
vh(X) = mxkp*) E sh) (53) 
where 
px(xh,,(e*) E Sh) eProb[X,h(e*) enters the set Sh before Fh Ixoh(e*) =x E Oh] (54) 
= Prob[(X:,J e*),X:,( e*)) intercepts X:,” in Dh(Xgh(8*) =x E Dh]. 
Denote by oh (x, y), x, y E Rz, the transition probabilities corresponding to the solution Vh of 
equations (32)-(35). Applying the finite-difference scheme described by eqn (30) on 
y(e*)z(X) = - i x E D; Z(X) = 0 X E DC, (55) 
and using the same mesh size h as in (52), the following difference equations are obtained: 
Z(x@‘) =(1 - Ph)&“(X”, x(i))Z(x”‘) 
+ph x 
(ij)EK&(“)) 
Z(x, + ih, x2+ jh,x,)F([ih,(i+ 1)h) X [jh,(j+ l)h)),x”‘E Dh 
z(X) = 0 X$4. (56) 
If there is a unique solution Zh to equations (56), then ([3] or [4]) 
zh(X) = &Nh(e*), X E Dh. (57) 
Thus, by applying a finite-difference scheme with a proper mesh size h, in order to compute 
approximations to the functions p=(X,(f?*) E S), EJ(x; 0*), p.JX,(e,) E S) and E,r(x; do), 
where 8* is an optimal control and 6, is the line-of-sight control law (equations (13)), we obtain 
control problems associated with the control of Markov chains on a state space with a finite 
number of states, as dealt with in [2]. 
24 
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We assume given a control law 8’ E 0. Define 
a,(x) = u cos eO(x) a+~) = v sin 19’(x). (58) 
Let ho be a mesh size such that eqns (39) and (40) are satisfied, and let {hi} be a sequence such 
thathobh,>hZ> . . . >h,> . . . , and h, + 0 as n + a. By applying to equations (59) and (60) the 
finite-difference scheme described by eqn (30): 
8( e”> V(x) = 0 x E 0, V(x) = $(x) x E DC (59) 
Z’(eO)T(x) = - 1 x ED, T(x) = 0 x E DC (60) 
where al and a2 are given by (58), and using mesh size hi, we obtain two sets of difference 
equations imilar to equations (50) and (56) respectively. We denote by (59’) of set of difference 
equations obtained from (59) and by (60’) the set of difference quations obtained from (60). If 
equations (59’) and (60’) have unique solutions Vhi and Thi respectively, then 
vhf(x) =!?~(x!$~(e% sj,,) X E Dj,,, (61) 
Thi(x) = J!?,&( 8’) x E Dhi, (62) 
where {X,hi(eo), n = 0, 1,. . .} is a Markov chain on the state space Rii with transition 
probabilities determined by equations (42)-(49) and (58). 
Assume 
(a) for every hi, i=1,2,... equations (59’) and (60’) have unique solutions Vhi and Thi 
respectively; 
then by using the results of [3] it follows that 
liml)x(X$,(e0) E ski) = pl’,(X,(eo) E s) 
i-vn I (63) 
and 
limE,Nh,(eo) = E,T(x; 4”). 
i- W) 
Furthermore, the convergence in (63) (or (64)) takes place whether there is a weak or 
strong-sense solution to (59) (or (60)). This can be shown by using the purely probabilistic 
techniques used in [3] to establish the convergence. 
Assume that equations (32)-(35), for a mesh size hi, have a unique solution Vhi, from which 
an approximation Ofj is computed to an optimal control B*. Denote by #fj(x), x ED, a function 
which is obtained by interpolation from et and such that 85 E 8. Let 8’ = 8& in equations 
(59)-(69), and suppose that assumptions (a) and (b) are satisfied: then 
and 
limE,Nh,(t@) = E,T(x; 8$). 
i-m W) 
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These results enable us, under the conditions mentioned above, to compute approximations 65 
to optimal controls; and to the corresponding functions V(x; $) = Px(XT($) E S) and 
T(x; 6zi) = &7(x; iti) even if V(-; 6$) or T(.; e’;E;.) are not sufficiently differentiable. 
4. RESULTS 
Throughout his section, the following jump distribution is considered: 
(1/(4a’))&ld/.Q if (Ui( C Q, i = 1,2 
P(du) = - 
0 otherwise. 
Also, it is assumed that aI2 = u2’ = 0.09, a,‘=O.Ol, co= 1.0, (Y =O.l, a = 1, m = 10, R, =0.7, 
p = 0.2, 6 = 0.05 and 0 < 6 ~0.2. The tolerance has been taken as e. = 1 V(O.0, 0.0, 0.15)/~10-5. In 
order to satisfy inequalities (39)-W), the mesh size h and the velocity u of Mp must be so 
chosen that h s 0.05 and hv s 0.09. Hence, for h = 0.05, inequalities (39)-W) imply that u c 1.8. 
Using h = 0.05, approximations to the functions PI(X,(O*) E S), pJX,(fIo) E S), E,T(x; 0*) and 
EJ(x; 8,), where 8* is an optimal control and 6, is the line-of-sight control law, were computed 
for several values of u (Tables l-4). The results show: (i) p*(X,(fI*) E S) and ex(X,(eo) E S) 
increase when v increases. (ii) The line-of sight control law can serve as a good approximation 
to an optimal control law. 
The algorithm suggested by equations (32)-(35) converged for 0 < o < 2. Note that in the case 
where 1.8 < u d 2, the numerical procedure, eqns (32)-(35), has no probabilistic interpretation, and 
the functions defined by (42)-(47) may attain negative values (see Table 5 for illustration). 
Table I. px(X,(8*) E S); the probability that M,, hits M, in 0, given X0(8) = x E D, and using an optimal control 
law 8* 
0.2269 
0.4415 
0.5788 
0.6331 
0.6617 
0.0524 
0.2348 
0.4316 
0.5206 
0.5673 
I 
I 0.2728 0.5522 0.7124 0.7682 0.7958 
'0.1 
0.0 
0.0 ) 
0.6105 0.1216 0.6200 0.3096 
0.7869 0.3102 0.7767 0.5193 
0.8671 0.4882 0.8515 0.6401 
0.8937 0.5797 0.8776 0.6874 
0.9067 0.6350 0.8907 0.7126 
Table 2. !‘AX,(&J E S; the probability that MD hits M, in D, given X&f?) = x E 0, and using the line-of-sight 
control law ~9, 
0.0 lli, ” 00::5 
0.5 0.0776 0.2218 0.0489 0.2664 0.6025 0.1162 0.6045 0.2910 
1.0 0.2867 0.4370 0.2260 0.5458 0.7820 0.3028 0.7637 0.5017 
1.5 0.4725 0.5761 0.4243 0.7092 0.8651 0.4799 0.8436 0.6292 
1.8 0.5495 0.6309 0.5148 0.7661 0.8925 0.5691 0.8715 0.6790 
2.0 0.5899 0.6597 0.5625 0.7941 0.9058 0.6216 0.8855 0.7053 
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Table 3. E,r(x; B*); the expected time that Mp and hf, stay in 0, given X,,(e) = x E. 0, and using an optimal control 
law B* 
0.3015 0.2362 0.4470 
0.3151 0.1396 0.3130 
0.2947 0.0901 0.2278 
0.2799 0.0732 0.1951 
0.2704 , 0.0650 0.1780 
0.4246 0.4212 0.3269 0.4958 0.2921 
0.4173 0.3449 0.3858 0.3483 0.1692 
0.3298 0.2676 0.3465 0.2290 0.1062 
0.2835 0.2329 0.3117 0.1851 0.0850 
I 0.2576 0.2139 0.2889 0.1632 0.0746 
Table 4. E,T(x; 6,); the expected time that Mp and M, stay in D, given Xc,(e) = x E 0, and using the line-of-sight 
control law e, 
0.4974 0.2954 0.3029 0.2434 0.4534 
0.3527 0.1728 0.3178 0.1485 0.3252 
0.2315 0.1078 0.2947 0.0957 0.2359 
0.1868 0.0860 0.2780 0.0775 0.2013 
0.1645 0.0754 0.2669 0.0686 0.1833 
0.4250 0.3264 
0.4189 0.3890 
0.3314 0.2688 0.3500 
0.2849 0.2340 0.3147 
0.2591 0.2149 0.2915 
Table 5. Some values of ph (x(@, 1”)): for 0 < (I C 1.8, p”(x”‘), xc’)), i = I,. . . (6, x(@ E R:, are transition probabilities 
of a Markov chain, while for 1.8 < a, pL(x’“‘, x G’ ) are no longer transition probabilities 
1 ” - 1.8 
(0) b ph(AO) ,x(i f-O.2 \ 0.5 ) 0.0 f 0.1 0.0 \ > 0.0 / 0.3 0.0 $3 0.0 0.0 -0.15 \ 0.15 
0.3400 0.0010 0.0025 0.4995 0.3503 
0.1337 0.4727 0.4712 -0.0256 0.1233 
0.0236 0.2149 0.2024 0.2199 -0.0006 
0.4500 0.2588 0.2713 0.2538 0.4743 
0.0263 0.0263 0.0463 0.0066 0.0263 
0.0263 0.0263 0.0066 0.0463 0.0263 
0.1 0 0.0 0.0 3.3, 0 0.0, -0.15 6.0, 0.0. ) \0.15 
0.4731 
0.0006 
0.2200 
0.2537 
0.0066 
0.0463 
-0.0254 
I 
-0.0241 ph(x(o),x(l)) 
ph(x(“) ,A2)) 
ph(x(o)p)) 
ph(x(0) ,J4)) 
ph( x(o) ,A5) ) 
ph( x(O) ,P)) 
0.4991 0.4978 
0.2152 0.2026 
0.2585 0.2711 
0.0263 0.0463 
0.0263 0.0066 
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